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Abstract—Neural architecture search (NAS) has achieved great
success in different computer vision tasks such as object detection
and image recognition. Moreover, deep learning models have
millions or billions of parameters and applying NAS methods
when considering a small amount of data is not trivial. Unlike
computer vision tasks, labeling time series data for supervised
learning is a laborious and expensive task that often requires
expertise. Therefore, this paper proposes a simple-yet-effective
fine-tuning method based on repeated k-fold cross-validation in
order to train deep residual networks using only a small amount
of time series data. The main idea is that each model fitted
during cross-validation will transfer its weights to the subsequent
folds over the rounds. We conducted extensive experiments on
85 instances from the UCR archive for Time Series Classification
(TSC) to investigate the performance of the proposed approach.
The experimental results reveal that our proposed model called
NAS-T reaches new state-of-the-art TSC accuracy, by designing
a single classifier that is able to beat HIVE-COTE: an ensemble
of 37 individual classifiers.

Index Terms—Neural architecture search, times series classifi-
cation, metaheuristics, deep learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, machine learning models have been popularly
used in perceptual tasks by both academic and industrial
researchers. These models are designed to find solutions for
some specific Machine Learning (ML) tasks without being
straightforward to apply an existing ML pipeline to a new
domain and still have superior results [1]. Hence, machine
learning experts have to construct a specialized ML pipeline
for each given supervised learning task. The extra degree
of freedom from the design space could make this process
very time-consuming and has motivated a demand for Neural
Architecture Search (NAS) methods that can be adopted easily
without any expert knowledge [2], [3], [4], [5].

The existing methods usually employ random search [6],
grid search [7], reinforcement learning [3], Bayesian opti-
mization [8], evolutionary algorithms [9] and gradient-based
methods [10] to explore the space of neural architectures.
Although they give rise to a large number of studies for
reporting more accurate classifiers, researchers are still faced
with the challenge of computationally expensive simulations.
This is primarily due to the huge number of parameters,
often in the range of millions, which is associated with deep
learning (e.g. [3] used 800 GPUs concurrently to generate
a computer vision model for Cifar-10). Furthermore, neural
networks mainly require extremely large quantities of data to
be trained for a specific task which are unavailable in many

real-world problems. Consequently, there has been a surge of
interest in minimizing the design complexities of the NAS
methods [11], [12], [13], [2], [14].

Time series classification (TSC) is one of those real-
world problems revolving around small data sets, existing
in cybersecurity [15], health monitoring data [16] and human
mobility [17]. Traditionally, TSC tasks are tackled with non
deep learning approaches such as Support Vector Machines
and Nearest Neighbor classifiers [18]. Nevertheless, a recent
significant amount of research efforts have been spent to
embrace Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for solving
domain agnostic end-to-end TSC problems [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23]. The aforementioned approaches, however, exclude
NAS methods which can be a valuable tool to improve their
empirical performance. Meanwhile, applying NAS methods on
small TSC datasets often result in overfitting [24]; as presented
in Figure 1. The results in the latter figure are obtained using
a hyperparameter optimization of ResNet [22] on 85 data sets
from the UCR archive [25]. We investigated the performance of
the hyperparameter optimization on 85 different configuration
TSC scenarios, which are defined by 11 control parameters.
The details about optimized hyperparameters is presented in
Table I. Our experimental procedure follows training, validation
and test phases. The loss function for the model is categorical
cross entropy. After finishing the automatic configuration, best
configuration based on the validation accuracy is used to
measure the performance of the optimized ResNet on the
unseen test instances. The number of function evaluation is set
to 100 and we repeat the experiment for 10 run using random
search. As presented in the paper, the over-fitting was the main
problem to continue with the aforementioned method.

TABLE I: Details of the optimizing hyperparameters in ResNet
for the TSC task.

Hyperparameter Values Default
Learning rate of Adam {0.0001,0.001,0.01,0.1,0.2,0.3, adaptive

0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9}
Batch size {8,16,32,64,128,256} adaptive
Features in 1th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 64
Features in 2th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 64
Features in 3th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 64
Features in 4th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 128
Features in 5th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 128
Features in 6th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 128
Features in 7th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 128
Features in 8th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 128
Features in 9th Layer {8,16,32,64,128,256} 128
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Fig. 1: Figure (a) shows the difference in accuracy with respect to the train size, while Figure (b) presents the trade-off between
the computational resource usage and the gain in accuracy.

The current methods to tackle this problem rely on strategies
such as fine-tuning [26]. In the same direction, this paper
proposes a complementary solution, applicable when having
different ML tasks to solve with small time series data sets. The
main idea is to integrate the repeated k-fold cross-validation
into the fine tuning process and transfer the learned weights
across the folds instead of overwriting them. Thus, useful
information already learned is shared across different folds
which will be used to build the final classification model. We
adopted an evolutionary algorithm to optimize the ResNet
architecture. The process includes replacing the last few layers
of a pre-trained network, with some randomly initialized ones.
Then, the weights of the modified model are trained via
backpropagation while freezing the weights of the pre-trained
feature extraction network. This could be applied to all the
layers of the model by using a smaller learning rate (to avoid
losing previous knowledge), or possibly fine-tuning the weights
of some higher-level portion of the model and treat the rest of
the layers as fixed feature extractor components. We investigate
how this policy may be used as an alternative to the traditional
fine-tuning approach for TSC problem. The main contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We provide the first NAS-based for solving domain
agnostic TSC problems.

• We reach new state-of-the-art results for TSC, when
evaluating on the UCR archive.

• We show how a simple yet effective fine-tuning technique
allows us to build a very accurate model.

• We provide the first open source framework for automati-
cally building ResNet models for TSC.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we will first provide some preliminary
definitions, followed by a brief overview of deep learning
approaches for TSC.

A. Time series classification problem

Assume that time series X = [x1, x2, . . . , xT ] is an
ordered set of values xi ∈ R, with T denoting the
length of the time series X . Also consider a dataset D =
{(X1, Y1), . . . , (XN , YN )} to be a collection of pairs (Xi, Yi)
where Xi is a time series with Yi as its corresponding
label. TSC then consists of designing a classifier on D in
order to map from the raw feature space X to a probability
distribution over the set of unique classes in D. For many
decades, the Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier coupled with the
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance, has been the favorite
classifier in many TSC tasks [18]. A recent empirical evaluation
of TSC algorithms [27] showed that ensembling techniques
such as the Hierarchical Vote Collective of Transformation-
Based Ensembles (HIVE-COTE) significantly outperforms
other individual classifiers such as NN-DTW. Although HIVE-
COTE contained more than 37 classifiers, it is until recently
that deep learning has been considered as a potential domain
agnostic classifier of time series data, therefore, we will
describe in the next subsection the recent achievements of
neural networks for TSC problems.

B. Deep learning for time series classification

Deep learning has revolutionized the field of computer vision
and is currently being adopted in many natural language pro-
cessing tasks as well as reaching state-of-the-art performance in
various speech recognition systems [28]. Inspired by this recent
success of deep learning in these versatile fields, researchers
started adopting these neural network algorithms for TSC. [HR:
A group of authors] [22] proposed the residual architecture
(ResNet) to show how deep learning methods perform on
time series data. In another work proposed by [29], a novel
Fully CNN architecture was designed to reach state of the
art performance for surgical skills evaluation from kinematic
multivariate time series data. In [30], Autonomous Deep



Learning has been proposed for data stream problems. In [31],
deep CNNs were used for human activity recognition from
wearable sensors data. In summary, deep neural networks are
being leveraged to improve current state-of-the-art performance
in many TSC fields [20]. For domain agnostic TSC, ResNet
is considered the state-of-the-art architecture when evaluated
on the 85 datasets from the UCR archive [20]. However, we
should emphasize that currently ResNet’s architecture and its
hyperparameters were not optimized yet for the underlying
task, unlike HIVE-COTE whose hyperparameters were highly
optimized [27]. The latter observation constitutes the main
motivation of this paper: we believe ResNet could benefit from
a hyperparameter optimization regime in order to reach state-
of-the-art performance for TSC, similarly to how the NN-DTW
benefited significantly from a cross-validation scheme to learn
a specific Warping Window (WW) for each TSC dataset [18].

III. RESIDUAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Deep Residual Networks (ResNets) were first proposed
by [32] for image recognition tasks. Since its introduction
in 2016, ResNet became one of the most adopted deep
learning architectures in various domains such as object
recognition [33], speech recognition [34] and many other
natural language processing tasks [35]. In [22], a relatively
deep residual network was proposed for classifying domain
agnostic univariate time series data. More recently, ResNet
is being used in many TSC domains such as in healthcare,
where a deep ResNet was designed to diagnose with expert level
accuracy irregular heart rhythms (arrhythmias) from single-lead
electrocardiography signals [36]. Furthermore, ResNet showed
a great performance when predicting urban building energy
consumption [37], detecting road anomalies from smart-phones
sensors data [38] and recognizing human activity from wearable
sensors time series data [39]. Given the aforementioned success
of ResNet for TSC, we decided to adopt the same architecture
proposed in [22] for our fine-tuning optimization algorithm.
The architecture is comprised of three main residual blocks,
where each block contains three fully convolutional layers of
respectively 8, 5 and 3 as kernel length each. The number of
one-dimensional filters for the first block is fixed to 64, whereas
for the second and third block this hyperparameter is set to 128.
All convolutional layers employ a batch normalization operation
to speed up the training process [40], with the Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) as activation function [41]. Finally, we emphasize
that for each residual block the input is fed with a linear
shortcut to the output of the current block. This latter connection
constitutes the main characteristic of a residual network which
allows a direct flow of the gradient thus mitigating the vanishing
gradient problem [32]. In conclusion, the approach described
in this paper will consist of pre-training the already validated
ResNet architecture, then using a meta-learning algorithm to
add up to 15 hybrid layers making the final network’s depth
twice as deep as ResNet’s. See Fig. 2 for an overview of our
proposed framework.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This section presents a fine-tuning method to explore the
possibility of automatically designing an enhanced ResNet
network architecture for the TSC problem. We first propose
a way of representing the network using linear strings with
fixed length as genotype, and nonlinear entities as phenotype.
The introduced NAS for TSC (NAS-T) method applies search
operators directly on the genotype, while decodes a genotype
into a phenotype only for evaluation purpose. The cost of
each architecture is defined as its average loss validation error,
which is obtained via fine-tuning the network using repeated
k-fold cross-validation on the training set. The key point here
is that all of the folds which NAS-T ends up iterating over
will transfer their weights to the subsequent ones. The search
algorithm then minimizes the cost function in order to deliver
new architectures with strong empirical performances.

A. Design space

We provide a fixed length representation for an architecture
which allows us to reduce the size of the search space

[HR: ; as presented in Figure 3]. This chain-structured
method considers a limited number of layers which takes
as inputs, the output tensors of the previous layers. For
flexibility, NAS-T only allows data to flow in one direction:
from a lower-numbered to a higher numbered layer. Note
that even with such a relatively simple representation the
total number of possible architectures will grow exponentially.
Meanwhile, the complexity for building a graph structure is
completely eliminated. We represent the network structure as
a sequence of n computational layers. Each layer contains one
computational node which is transformed from the previous
layer. Given a sequence of layers, the output of the network
is served as the concatenation of the computational nodes,
i.e., O = Ln · Ln−1 · L1. Accordingly, the search space is
parametrized by considering the type of the layer such as
pooling or convolution; maximum number of layers; and the
hyperparameters associated with each layer.

The NAS-T takes into account the highly popular compu-
tational modules as the candidate node functions set. These
nodes are called Convolution, ZeroOp, MaxPooling, Dropout,
Dense and Activation. All of these nodes consider one-
dimensional tensor defined by the number of the input training
data and dimension of TSC problem (i.e. the length T ). If
ZeroOp is selected, it means the block is skipped. For the
convolutional layer, the kernel size is set to 3 followed by a
batch normalization layer with a zero padding to maintain the
length of the input time series throughout the convolutions.
Thereafter, we have the Dense node which consists of a
dense layer followed by rectified linear units and a dropout
layer. The hyperparameters for the Convolution, Activation,
Dropout and Dense layers are as follows: Number of filters =
{8,16,32,64,128,256}, activation function = {‘softmax’, ‘elu’,
‘selu’, ‘relu’, ‘sigmoid’, ‘linear’}, number of neurons = {4, 16,
32, 64, 128, 256}, dropout rate [0, 0.5]. Furthermore, we added
the MaxPooling operation with a pooling size equal to 3 and
a zero padding strategy. The final layer consists of a Dense
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Fig. 2: Neural architecture search framework of deep residual networks for time series classification

fully-connected layer with softmax as the activation function
and a number of neurons equal to the number of classes in the
dataset. So, the total number of possible architectures in the
design space is equal to 62n.

In NAS-T, solutions are composed of a set of genotypes
each with equal length which should be decoded into ML
architectures (i.e., phenotype). The length of each solution is
proportional to the maximum number of layers. For flexibility,
it is possible that a specific part of each solution won’t be
used (e.g., due to the ZeroOp). We note that in the first round,
we skip all the Dense layers. Figure 3 gives an example of
decoding a genotype representation into a phenotype.

B. Fine-tuning the ResNet

After generating different architectures, NAS-T should
measure their performance in order to maximize the expected
validation accuracy of the models in the later iterations. We
should note that holdout method is not recommended for
model evaluation when small amount of data is available [42].
Consequently, the most common method for model evaluation,
namely cross-validation, is adopted in NAS-T. The main goal
is to testify the model’s generalization ability by dividing
the dataset into k different folds. In each round, k − 1 folds
are merged to form a training set and one fold is used for
validation. The arithmetic mean over the validation accuracy of
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Fig. 3: An example of the adopted genotype and phenotype
representation in NAS-T with n = 7. Here, some design
parameters are conditional and are not expressed in the
phenotype.

the k different fitted models will be used as the performance
estimates.

NAS-T adopts a fine-tuning strategy to train these k-folds
since it is computationally less expensive, [HR: given in
Figure 4]. Considering the ResNet architecture, we first train
the standard ResNet network using the complete training set.
Next, we remove the global average pooling and the final
fully connected softmax layer. Once this has been done, the
new generated architecture is attached to the model. Here, the
weights of the newly added layers will be fine tuned using
the Adam optimizer [43]. For the first fold, all the weights of
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Fig. 4: Illustration of the adopted k-fold cross-validation with
k = 3

the new layers are randomly initialized and the cost function
will be minimized subject to the added weights. After that, the
weights of the first trained fold will be used as a source of
information to initialize the weights for the second fold, and
so on.

C. Search method

The NAS-T uses the standard differential evolution (DE) [44]
algorithm to generate and evolve a population of candidate
architectures. DE finds an optimized architecture by iteratively
improving the candidate solutions with regard to their average
validation loss during the k-fold cross-validation. Different
from traditional evolutionary algorithms, DE uses the scaled
differences of vectors to produce new candidate solutions in the
population. Hence, no separate probability distribution should
be used to perturb the population members [44]. The DE is
also characterized by the advantages of having few parameters
and ease of implementation. Basically, it works through a
particular sequence of steps. First, it creates an initial population
that sampled uniformly at random within the search bounds.
Thereafter, three components namely mutation, crossover and
selection are adopted to evolve the initial population. The
mutation and crossover are used to create new solutions,
while selection determines the solutions that will breed a
new generation. The algorithm remains inside a loop until
stopping criteria are met. More precisely, DE starts with a
randomly initialized population of parameter vectors the so-
called individuals. Each such individual represents a D = 2
× n dimensional vector of fixed length genotypes. The ith
individual of the population at generation G could be denoted
as follows:

−→
XG,i = [xG,i,1, xG,i,2, xG,i,3, ....., xG,i,D]

j = 1, 2, ..., D
(1)

For each individual, both upper and lower bounds of the
decision variables should be restricted to their minimum and

TABLE II: Accuracy for the introduced fine-tuning approach
with (NAS-T1) and without parameter sharing (NAS-T2) across
the k-fold cross-validations.

Dataset NAS-T1 NAS-T2

50words 83.88 76.04
Adiac 83.38 82.09
ArrowHead 86.29 86.85
Beef 86.67 83.33
BeetleFly 95.00 90.00
BirdChicken 100 95.00
Car 96.67 96.23
CBF 99.44 99.22
ChlorineConcentration 86.22 86.71
CinC_ECG_torso 99.71 98.04

maximum values. Once the initialization search ranges have
been determined, DE assigns (at G = 0) each individual a
value from within the specified range as follows [44]:

x0,i,j = minj − r.(maxj −minj)
j = 1, 2, ..., D

(2)

Where r ∈ [0, 1] represents a uniformly distributed random
number and NP denotes the population size. After initialization,
the mutation operator produces new solutions by forming a
mutant vector (trial vector) with respect to each parent indi-
vidual (target vector). For each target vector, its corresponding
trial vector can be generated by different mutation strategies.
Each strategy employs different approaches to make a balance
between the exploration and exploitation tendencies. We use
the following strategy to do so:

−→
V G,i =

−→
XG,r1 + F.(

−→
XG,r2 −

−→
XG,r3) (3)

Here r1, r2 ∈ NP are different randomly generated integer
numbers. Furthermore, F is a scaling factor ∈ [0, 2] affecting the
difference vector and best ∈ NP is index of the best individual
vector at generation G. Thereafter, DE applies a discrete
crossover approach to each pair of the parent vector and its
corresponding trial vector. The basic version of DE incorporates
the binomial crossover as defined in [44]. Finally, it adopts a
selection mechanism to choose the best individuals according
to their validation loss for producing the next generation of
population. DE compares performance of the trial and target
architectures and copies the better one into next generation.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental setup

We evaluate our approach on the publicly available UCR time
series data mining archive [25] [HR: with the corresponding
results in TABLE II]. The latter benchmark is comprised
of 85 datasets from various domains such as ECG, electric
consumption and food spectrography data, and has been
considered a standard evaluation of TSC algorithms [27]. The
number of training instances ranges between 16 and 8000 with
a length that achieves a maximum of 2700 and a minimum of



24. We refer the interested reader to a thorough description of
these datasets in [27]. We trained our models by leveraging
the parallel computation on a cluster of more than 60 Nvidia
GPUs using the Keras and Tensorflow APIs1.

We did a comparative experiment on the obtained results
with and without weight sharing. For this ablation study, the
experiments are computationally expensive and so they are
reported only for first 10 alphabetically ordered datasets. In DE,
population size is 100 and F is set to 0.5 in all experiments.
The value of crossover rate, which controls the change of
diversity in population, is chosen to be 0.9 [45]. For each
dataset, the stopping criteria is when the NAS-T reaches 5000
evaluations, or 48 hours of computations on a single GPU. We
investigated the performance of the NAS-T on 85 different
configuration of TSC scenarios. The loss function for the model
is the categorical cross-entropy.

After finishing the automatic configuration, the best config-
uration based on the validation accuracy is used to measure
the performance of the optimized ResNet on the unseen test
instances. As it can be noticed from the literature [20], the
ResNet model shows a superior performance for the TSC
task but with a high standard deviation. To this fact, we
repeat the experiments using each configuration for 10 times
in order to optimize the mean performance of the model. The
obtained results are compared with stat-of-the-art methods
including: HIVE-COTE, COTE, PF, ST, BOSS, EE and NN-
DTW, which are further detailed in the next subsection. It
is worth mentioning that HIVE-COTE is an ensemble model
which combines the weighted votes of 37 different classifiers.

B. Results

Since NAS-T is the first proposed AutoML approach for
domain agnostic TSC, we have compared the DE optimiza-
tion algorithm to the random search. NAS-T achieved a
Win/Tie/Loss record of 71/6/8 against a ResNet tuned with
random search; as shown in Figure 5.

In order to compare multiple classifiers over several datasets,
we adopted the Friedman test to first reject the null hypothesis
as suggested by [46]. Then following the recommendations
in [47], we performed a post-hoc analysis using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test with Holm’s alpha correction with α = 0.05 as
initial value. For visualization, we used the critical difference
diagram as proposed in [46], with a thick horizontal line
showing a group of classifiers that are not significantly different.
For example, Figure 6 shows the average rank comparison,
with our proposed NAS-T approach achieving the highest
performance over the 85 datasets from the UCR archive.

Note that the results for the NN-DTW-WW [27], Elastic
Ensemble (EE) [48], Bag-Of-SFA-Symbols (BOSS) [49] and
COTE [50] were taken from the recent review for time series
classification [27]. For Proximity Forest (PF) [51] and HIVE-
COTE [52], the results were taken from their corresponding
papers. Finally, note that over the last couple of years, most

1To foster reproducibility, the code will be made publicly available upon
the acceptance of the paper
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Fig. 5: Accuracy plots showing how NAS-T is setting new
results against the random search

approaches for TSC were focusing on ensembling different
classifiers [53], which is indeed the case for EE, BOSS,
PF, COTE and HIVE-COTE. Whereas with our optimization
technique we are able to reach better performance with a single
well designed deep neural network classifier.

Figure 7a depicts the accuracy plot comparing the original im-
plementation of ResNet against NAS-T. We can clearly see the
superiority and the benefit of optimizing the architecture with
74 wins out of 85 datasets and a p-value < 1e-12. In Figure 7a,
the “DiatomSizeReduction” dataset is a concrete example where
the original ResNet implementation [22] performs extremely
poorly (33% accuracy) than our optimized ResNet architecture
(97% accuracy). In fact, since “DiatomSizeReduction” contains
the smallest train set in the archive, this example is evident that
designing a deep neural network architecture is not trivial on
small datasets. Furthermore, when comparing to the ensemble
HIVE-COTE in Figure 7b, NAS-T is significantly better on 46
out of 85 datasets with a p-value < 0.05 when performing the
Wilcoxon Signed-rank test.

Our results show how a single well designed and optimized
neural network architecture is able to significantly outperform
HIVE-COTE, which is an ensemble of 37 different well
optimized classifiers [52]. These results should convince the
TSC community that single end-to-end deep learning classifiers
are able to reach state-of-the-art results for TSC (currently
achieved only using ensembling techniques), especially when
adopting a meta-learning approach to design the neural network
architecture.

VI. CONCLUSION

ResNet model has been recently explored for domain
agnostic TSC problems. In the same direction, we proposed
a fine-tuning method to enhance the classifier’s imperial
performance for the underlying TSC task. The introduced
algorithm is based on two main components in order to offer
the advantageous and accurate solutions. The first one is a
weight sharing strategy which plays a key role in reducing the
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Fig. 7: Accuracy plots showing how our classifier NAS-T is setting new state-of-the-art results for TSC.

computational cost during the training process. The second
component is an evolutionary algorithm which is integrated
to find more promising solutions by virtue of its exploration
capability. The experiments show that the obtained per-dataset
classifier outperforms the hand engineered ResNet model.
We believe that NAS-T will help non-expert users to more
effectively apply CNN models to their TSC applications. In the
future, we would like to explore designing neural networks from
scratch for classifying time series data with limited resources
by minimizing the model’s complexity.
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